
GNOCCHI 

*Visit my blog page Fab Cuisine to discover more delicious recipes 

Preparation: 2hrs £: £1/portions  Serves: 10  Difficulty: Difficult 

 

Ingredients       Equipments 

 2.5 kg of Maris Piper uncooked, (1.5kg dry mash)  Mouli or Ricer 

250g Flour 00 (pasta flour) 

2 beaten eggs 

65g grated Parmesan 

25g Maldon salt. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://wordpress.com/view/fabcuisine.wordpress.com


METHOD 

So let's start by baking 2.5 kg of Maris Piper potatoes wrapped in a foil at 180 degrees 

Celsius. 

When cooked through, take the foil off and cut them in half to release the steam contained 

inside the potatoes then put them back in the oven at 120 degrees Celsius for 5 minutes to 

dry them out. 

Scoop the potato out of the skin and mash. (If you're lucky enough to have a potato ricer 

then use this.) Speed is important at this stage so make sure you have you other ingredients 

already prepared. 

While the potato mash is still steaming, mix it with the grated Parmesan and combine the 

flour and beaten eggs to it. Work the mixture into a dough with your hands. The dough must 

be homogeneous and smooth. 

 

Divide the dough, I will recommend to divide it into 20 even sized blocks.  

Flour your worktop and take a block of gnocchi and start rolling it into a sausage shape with 

your fingers. Keep doing the same with remaining blocks of dough.  

Everything must be the same, size, diameter and shape.  

With a sharp knife cut the dough in to 'pillows' about 1cm long.  

Above, the pictures are showing you step by step what it should look like. 

 



Get ready with a pan of boiling salty water.  

Boil the gnocchi in batches of approximately 50 pieces.  

You will know they are cooked when they pop up to the surface (or about 1 minute). Drain 

the gnocchi then pour into a tray with olive oil and roll them in.  

They must be glazed with the olive oil as it will prevent them sticking all together.  

A soft and smooth little pillow is ready to be enjoyed. 

 


